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Abstract

The standard clinical technique for using repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) for 

major depressive disorder (MDD) is associated with limited efficacy to date. Such limited efficacy 

may be due to reliance on scalp-based targeting rather than state-of-the-science methods which 

incorporate fMRI-guided neuronavigation based on a specific model of neurocircuit dysfunction. 

In this review, we examine such a specific model drawn from regulatory focus theory, which 

postulates two brain/behavior systems, the promotion and prevention systems, underlying goal 

pursuit. Individual differences in these systems have been shown to predict vulnerability to MDD 

as well as to comorbid generalized anxiety disorder (GAD). Activation of an individual’s 

promotion or prevention goals via priming leads to motivational and affective responses modulated 

by the individual’s appraisal of their progress in attaining the goal. In addition, priming promotion 

vs. prevention goals induces discriminable patterns of brain activation that are sensitive to the 

effects of depression and anxiety: MDD is associated with promotion system failure, anhedonic/

dysphoric symptoms, and hypoactivation in specific regions in left prefrontal cortex, whereas 

GAD is associated with prevention system failure, hypervigilant/agitated symptoms, and 

hyperactivation in right prefrontal cortex (PFC). These left and right PFC locations can be directly 

targeted in an individualized manner for TMS. Additionally, this individually targeted rTMS can 

be integrated with cognitive interventions designed to activate the neural circuitry associated with 

promotion vs. prevention, thus allowing the neuroplasticity induced by the rTMS to benefit the 

systems likely to be involved in remediating depression. Targeted engagement of cortical systems 

involved in emotion regulation using individualized fMRI guidance may help increase the efficacy 

of rTMS in depression.
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1. Current status of rTMS treatment for unipolar depression

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) was approved by the FDA in 2008 for 

treatment-resistant unipolar major depression. However, despite its increasing use, typical 

effect sizes of rTMS treatment have been modest (Berlim et al., 2014; Lefaucheur et al., 

2014), and both methodological and conceptual challenges remain regarding how to 

optimize its efficacy (Downar and Daskalakis, 2013; Daskalakis et al., 2008). This review 

considers two such challenges: specifically, targeting and context of stimulation. Rather than 

being targeted on specific brain regions functionally linked to depression on an 

individualized basis, rTMS is presently targeted by finding scalp locations which in general 

overlie brain regions which have been linked anatomically to depression in group-based 

analyses. We propose that refining rTMS via a systematic model of the functional 

neurocircuitry underlying depression, applying such a model to personalize the site of 

stimulation, and combining that stimulation with focused cognitive techniques targeting the 

brain circuits of interest is likely to improve its efficacy.

rTMS was first shown to be efficacious for the treatment of depression in the mid-1990s 

(George et al., 1995; and replicated: Pascual-Leone et al., 1996a, 1996b). Stimulation was 

applied at 20 Hz to left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). This anatomical location 

was targeted because left prefrontal regions had shown decreased activation with depression 

in imaging studies, because patients with left prefrontal strokes were at increased risk for 

developing depression, and because left unilateral electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) was 

more effective than right (George et al., 1995). High frequency rTMS was chosen because it 

has the general property, at least when given at or above motor threshold, of increasing 

cortical excitability. In addition, it was postulated that repeated administration of high 

frequency stimulation would counteract the left prefrontal hypoactivation found with 

depressed patients (Kimbrell et al., 1999).

Given the initial success of the George et al. (1995) study, a number of similarly designed 

clinical trials followed in which their treatment paradigm was generally followed (George et 

al., 2010), with some exceptions, for example, using low frequency stimulation over right 

prefrontal cortex (e.g., Klein et al., 1999). This process of treatment development culminated 

in a successful industry-sponsored trial (O’Reardon et al., 2007), leading to FDA approval at 

the following parameters: 4 s trains of 10 Hz rTMS (26 s inter-train interval) to left PFC at 

120% motor threshold intensity for 3000 pulses daily for 6 weeks. While a number of meta-

analytic studies have concluded that rTMS has a significant anti-depressant effect in 

comparison to sham stimulation (e.g., Schutter, 2009; Slotema et al., 2010), the typical effect 

sizes have been modest. For example, the response and remission rates in the O’Reardon et 

al. (2007) trial were 25% and 16%. These rates are relatively disappointing, given typical 

remission rates of 65–75% using ECT (Sackeim et al., 2008). More recent studies have 

generally found modest response and remission rates as well: a recent meta-analysis of 29 

studies (1371 patients) reported similar average rates (e.g., 29% average response rate) 

across studies (Berlim et al., 2014). Thus, while rTMS is clearly a promising treatment for 

unipolar depression, there remains significant work to be done in order to maximize its 

clinical utility.
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2. Challenges in targeting of TMS for treating depression

One possible reason for the limited clinical response rates associated with TMS to date is 

non-optimized targeting (Downar and Daskalakis, 2013). The original method for 

determining the coil position used by George et al. (1995) was to find the site over motor 

cortex that evoked a maximal finger twitch, and then moving the coil to a point 5 cm 

anterior, with the 5 cm based on an estimation from the Talairach Atlas. This targeting 

system was built into the device used in the clinical trials leading up to FDA approval, and 

became part of the standard TMS treatment protocol for depression. In retrospect, the choice 

of this targeting method may not have been optimal, as it ignored variability due to head 

size, which is taken into account in neuroimaging methods such as the International 10/20 

System for EEG. Indeed, it has been demonstrated using structural MRI that the original 5 

cm rule in general often resulted in coil positions well short of DLPFC (Fitzgerald et al., 

2009a), and that using structural MRIs to position the TMS coil over DLPFC resulted in 

response and remission rates of 42% and 30% respectively, compared with 18% and 11% 

using the 5 cm rule (Fitzgerald et al., 2009b).

Through the use of brain imaging, TMS targeting has begun to be refined from scalp-based 

methods to the use of neuronavigational systems which permit the targeting of individual 

cortical locations with potentially millimeter accuracy (Sparing et al., 2010). The combined 

use of MRI and neuronavigation allows a further step in efficacy of targeting TMS coils: 

moving from anatomical positioning to positioning based on functional imaging. In this 

case, sites of activation found in a single individual’s fMRI can be overlaid on his or her 

structural MRI, and targeted directly. Such neuronavigational approaches are, in some cases, 

translated from basic neuroscience research and represent an important frontier in the 

application of TMS to treatment of psychiatric disorders.

Sack et al. (2009) provided a demonstration of the dramatic increase in the efficacy of TMS 

in modulating cortical function as one proceeds from scalp-based systems through 

neuronavigation using structural MRIs, group fMRI, and individual fMRI. Previously, TMS 

applied to parietal cortex during a Stroop-like task caused changes in task performance 

(Kadosh et al., 2007). In Sack et al. (2009), TMS was targeted to parietal cortex by the 

different methods in four different groups of subjects, using a scalp-based system (10/20 

coordinate P4), anatomical imagery (individual structural MRI), group-based functional 

imagery (a group-averaged site based on Talaraich coordinates), and individual functional 

imagery (peak parietal activation in individual fMRI images recorded during task 

performance). Based on the task performance of each group, a power analysis was used to 

estimate the number of subjects needed to achieve a TMS effect on task performance at a p < 

0.05 significance level. It was found that only five subjects were needed to observe a 

statistically significant behavioral effect of TMS on the task when individual fMRIs were 

used for targeting, while double that number were required to see the same effect using 

structural MRIs or group fMRIs, and a total of 47 subjects were needed when the 10/20 

system was used. The dramatic differences in the effects on statistical power in this 

experiment were solely due to differences in targeting strategy, specifically the availability 

of individual-level fMRI data from a relevant task.
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As has now been demonstrated repeatedly in a variety of experimental contexts, imaging-

guided TMS can target and engage specific functional brain networks with high resolution 

and with the highly desirable ability to take into account individual differences in location. 

We propose that a further refinement in targeting can be included to generate long-lasting 

changes in these specifically-engaged networks by adding a dynamic element: that is, by 

activating the network of interest (e.g., by having the subject perform a task requiring neural 

processing within the network) simultaneously with TMS stimulation.

The well-developed paradigm of paired-associate stimulation (PAS) provides an example of 

this principle in its simplest form. In standard PAS, co-activation of sensorimotor cortex 

with afferent stimulation of the median nerve in the wrist precisely timed to arrive as a TMS 

pulse is delivered to motor cortex has been shown to significantly enhance cortical response 

in subsequent testing (Ziemann et al., 2008). Similarly, it has been suggested that increasing 

cortical plasticity in targeted networks with TMS while simultaneously activating them with 

tasks involving processing specific to those networks could induce enhanced effects. Such a 

synergistic impact of TMS plus a behavioral task could increase network-specific plasticity 

via a Hebbian-like synaptic mechanism that follows the functional principle “fire together, 

wire together” (Ragert et al., 2003; Thickbroom, 2007).

Such an enhancement effect has been demonstrated, for example, in the use of multiple 

sessions of simultaneous rTMS and working memory task performance to remediate 

working memory deficits in sleep-deprived individuals, where memory performance showed 

continued enhancement a full day after the last rTMS session (Luber et al., 2013). In this 

study, 5 Hz rTMS was applied while subjects performed a working memory task during four 

sessions over the course of 48 hours of sleep deprivation. Twenty-seven subjects (13 active 

TMS, 14 sham) completed the protocol. Another 21 (10 active TMS, 11 sham) non-sleep 

deprived subjects participated as controls. At the end of the sleep deprivation period, the 

sleep-deprived subjects receiving sham rTMS exhibited degraded performance in the 

working memory task, with slowed RT and lapsing (i.e., non-responses in task trials) at a 

rate of 6.4 per block of trials. In contrast, those receiving active rTMS performed similarly 

to the non-sleep deprived controls, exhibiting a similar speeding of RT attributed to practice, 

and a reduced lapsing rate of 1.7. Importantly, the sleep deprived group receiving active 

TMS showed rTMS-induced facilitation of DMS performance a full 18 hours after the last 

rTMS session, long after the acute action of rTMS at the local site of stimulation wore off. 

In the pre- and post-sleep deprivation contrasts of fMRI recorded during working memory 

performance, multivariate covariance modeling revealed that the Active TMS sleep deprived 

group (but not the Sham group) had a significant increase in fMRI-derived activity in a 

cortical area directly beneath where the TMS coil had been positioned. In affecting neural 

circuitry involved in WM to ameliorate the impact of SD, this study thus united the ideas of 

using multiple sessions to create a cumulative effect with the method of simultaneous task 

and TMS activation of cortical neurons to generate Hebbian-like effects. Although it should 

be noted that the Luber et al. (2013) study used only four sessions of the combined 

rTMS/WM intervention, nonetheless it represents a proof-of-concept which helps to justify 

further exploration of the therapeutic potential of TMS in combination with targeted 

cognitive interventions.
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These advances in TMS targeting and network engagement have the potential to 

significantly enhance the efficacy of TMS treatment of depression. However, to date little 

progress has been made to incorporate them into standard clinical practice. One reason for 

this delay, no doubt, is that there has been no consensus as to what specific brain circuitry 

ideally should be engaged to treat depression (indeed, in large measure because of the 

likelihood of individual differences in the functioning of relevant neural networks as well as 

the influence of successive episodes per se). Moreover, according to one recent review, the 

standard target for depression, DLPFC, may only have a peripheral role in mood regulation, 

and a number of other prefrontal regions were nominated as better possible targets for TMS 

(Downar and Daskalakis, 2013). A second related issue is that the exact location of cortical 

functional areas can vary greatly between individuals, making it difficult (in the absence of 

activating and imaging the circuit on an individual basis) to know where to target optimally 

for a particular individual even if the ideal network(s) for targeting were to be identified.

Our research group has taken a theory-based approach to these challenges. In the next 

section, we summarize the conceptual model (drawn from the behavioral literature on self-

regulation of goal pursuit) we are using to provide a template for individualized assessment 

and targeting of TMS for depression. The model also provides opportunities to combine 

individually-targeted TMS (intended to target self-regulatory neural circuits hypothesized to 

be relevant to the individual’s emotion regulation) with cognitive psychotherapeutic 

interventions which simultaneously engage the circuits of interest and which provide the 

patient with a set of practical skills for more effective goal pursuit.

3. Targeting brain/behavior systems for self-regulation

One potential response to the challenge of optimizing rTMS targeting is to focus on the 

processes associated with regulation of emotion. Many of the psychological functions that 

are impaired in depression, including self-evaluation, self-focus, affect regulation, and 

reward sensitivity, are linked to neural systems which instantiate basic social-cognitive 

processes and enable interpersonal goal pursuit. For example, the cortical midline structures 

model (Northoff and Bermpohl, 2004), which includes the orbital and medial PFC, the 

anterior cingulate (particularly the supragenual region), the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex 

(DMPFC), the precuneus, and the posterior cingulate, has been applied to conceptualizing 

information processing abnormalities in depression. Grimm et al. (2009) observed BOLD 

signal hypointensities in DMPFC, anterior cingulate, and ventral striatum in depressed 

individuals compared with matched controls while engaging in a self-evaluation task in the 

context of emotionally arousing stimuli. Alcaro et al. (2010) observed similar resting state 

abnormalities in depression and hypothesized that cortical/subcortical functional 

connectivity underlying self-referential information processing was disrupted in depression. 

While many of these structures are outside of the direct reach of TMS, their role in well-

established functional (and even structural) networks suggests that one promising strategy 

would be to target loci within a circuit of interest which is reliably accessible to TMS. Below 

we describe two roughly parallel neural systems involved in self-regulation (and shown to be 

associated with depression when self-regulation is unsuccessful) which include cortical 

regions accessible to TMS.
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One of the defining characteristics of human behavior is that it is organized by an 

individual’s personal goals, which are mental representations of desired end-states. Adults 

characteristically strive to attain personal goals and standards – to become the particular 

kind of person that they see as desirable (“ideal”) or as obligatory (“ought”). Within social 

psychology, the term self-regulation refers to the processes by which individuals control 

their behavior in the service of personal goal pursuit (Hoyle and Gallagher, 2015). In this 

ongoing process, people continuously compare their actual behaviors with their 

representations of the kind of person they are striving to become. In turn, these comparisons 

have significant repercussions for the individual’s emotional and motivational state and 

ultimately for both well-being and social adaptation (Carver and Scheier, 1998).

Austin and Vancouver (1996) identified approach and avoidance goals as among the most 

important classes of goals. The literatures on approach and avoidance attest to the centrality 

of these dimensions for understanding goal-directed behavior. Those literatures are 

dominated by the behavioral activation and inhibition systems model, postulating brain/

behavior systems that underlie temperament-based, spatiotemporal approach and avoidance 

as well as dispositional positive and negative affectivity (Watson et al., 1999). Both the 

behavioral activation system (BAS) and behavioral inhibition system (BIS) are hypothesized 

to regulate proximal goal-directed behaviors in response to evolutionarily significant cues 

for reward, in the case of BAS, or threat, in the case of BIS (Carver and Scheier, 1998).

Other influential theories take a social cognition perspective on the regulation of approach 

and avoidance, emphasizing abstract, higher-order goals that often are cross-situational and 

typically integrated within the individual’s sense of self. Higgins (1997) proposed a theory 

of regulatory focus that postulates two cognitive/motivational systems for attainment of 

desired outcomes promotion (“making something good happen”, typically in reference to 

ideals) and prevention (“keeping something bad from happening”, typically in reference to 

oughts). In contrast to BAS and BIS, which operate as “bottom-up” temperament-based 

systems in response to cues for spatiotemporal approach or avoidance (Depue and Collins, 

1999; Watson et al., 1999), the promotion and prevention systems are “top-down” learning-

based systems for strategic approach and avoidance via activation of generalized personal 

goals or concerns (Strauman et al., 2013). Each system is activated by the interpersonal 

context but also manifests trait-like properties across situations. Individual differences in 

regulatory focus are stable over time and predict which goals will be more likely to be used 

to guide behavior, as well as the strategies and means for pursuing them (e.g., Strauman, 

1996). The motivational, behavioral, and affective consequences of individual differences in 

regulatory focus are well established (Higgins, 2006).

Individuals vary both in the characteristic ways they construe their goals and their chosen 

strategies to pursue them. As a consequence of variation in life experiences, a person might 

acquire increased value or personal relevance for one type of goal. A strong value placed on 

prevention goals will result in goal pursuit strategies that involve keeping bad things from 

happening – for example, by avoiding pitfalls and negative outcomes in the service of 

ultimate goal attainment. In addition, the same desired end-state can be represented in 

different ways by prevention-oriented versus promotion-oriented individuals. The same 

personal goal – such as being successful, friendly, loving, or intelligent – could be 
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represented as an ideal/aspiration (a promotion goal) or as an obligation/responsibility (a 

prevention goal). There are now more than 200 published articles supporting the distinction 

between promotion and prevention in behavioral domains as varied as decision making, 

attitudes, social perception, and political preferences (e.g., Boldero and Higgins, 2011).

Strauman (2017) proposed a self-regulatory model of depression postulating that 

dysregulation within the promotion system can ultimately lead to MDD. According to this 

model, individuals who are impaired in their ability to effectively pursue promotion goals 

(i.e. are unable to “make good things happen”) are at heightened risk for the development of 

a unipolar mood disorder. Promotion system dysregulation can develop in different ways: 

through chronic promotion goal pursuit failure, through individual differences in 

socialization based strength of orientation toward promotion goals (i.e. low orientation 

toward this type of goal), and/or by perseveration on unattainable promotion goals (Trew, 

2011). This self-regulation model of depression involves four postulates: (1) Depression 

results from cumulative or catastrophic failure of the individual’s neurobiological and 

psychological capacity for successful goal pursuit; (2) an initial episode of depression is a 

functional disorder resulting from failure of self-regulation; (3) core symptoms of depression 

reflect dysregulation of approach/promotion (e.g., mood, appetite, anhedonia, energy, 

concentration, worthlessness, hopelessness, low self-esteem) or dysregulation of reciprocal 

inhibition between approach/promotion and avoidance/prevention (e.g., sleep disturbance, 

guilt, agitation/anxiety, HPA axis dysfunction); and (4) as episodes of depression 

accumulate, neural and psychological self-regulatory mechanisms may be permanently 

altered.

Other investigators also have linked deficits in goal pursuit to depression, often focusing on 

the inability to disengage from unattainable goals as a precursor to symptomatology. Karoly 

(1999) proposed using goal pursuit as a “final common analytic pathway” in the 

investigation of both normative and psychopathological behavior – reminiscent of the final 

common pathway model developed by Akiskal and McKinney 1973) to conceptualize the 

heterogeneity of possible causes for depression. According to Karoly (1999), all social 

behavior can ultimately be evaluated in terms of its relation to goal pursuit, and proposed 

that both acute self-discrepancies and an inability to disengage from goals which cannot be 

attained ultimately leads to depressive symptoms such as negative affect and feelings of 

worthlessness. Pyszczynski and Greenberg (1987) proposed a similar model, suggesting that 

depression arises when an individual becomes “stuck” in a self-regulatory process for which 

there is no actual way to reduce the discrepancy between their actual and ideal self (i.e. 

when they are unable to disengage from an unachievable goal). Research by Wrosch and 

colleagues (Wrosch and Miller, 2009; Wrosch et al., 2003) provides empirical support for 

both these models. Wrosch et al. observed that people who are better able to disengage from 

pursuing unattainable goals – that is, to effectively self-regulate their behavior and affective 

states – are less vulnerable to depressive symptoms. However, their overarching message 

with regard to depression is similar to that proposed by regulatory focus theory: dysregulated 

goal pursuit, be it through repeated promotion goal failure, low orientation toward 

promotion goals, and/or impaired goal disengagement, can significantly contribute to the 

onset and maintenance of depression.
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4. Neuroimaging of mechanisms underlying self-regulation in depression

Several recent studies have identified cortical regions associated with activation of 

promotion and prevention goals, including prefrontal (Amodio and Frith, 2006) and midline 

cortical (Northoff and Bermpohl, 2004) structures, and have shown that individual 

differences in promotion/prevention orientation (Scholer et al., 2010) predict the extent of 

activation in those regions following idiographic goal priming. Further, neural correlates of 

individual differences in promotion and prevention orientation have been identified, 

demonstrating that the promotion and prevention systems are associated with distinct neural 

activation patterns (e.g., Amodio et al., 2004; Cunningham et al., 2005; Touryan et al., 

2007). Eddington et al. (2007) used incidental semantic priming to examine patterns of 

cortical activation associated with promotion and prevention goals via fMRI. They found 

that an area of left orbital prefrontal cortex (OPFC) was activated during idiographic 

promotion goal priming, and that the magnitude of activation in this left OPFC region was 

correlated significantly with a self-report measure of individual differences in strength of 

orientation to promotion goals. The observed activation in response to promotion goal 

priming was statistically and functionally independent of the particular tasks in which 

participants were engaged while in the scanner, suggesting a neural “signature” for 

promotion goal activation that was detectable even when individuals are not intentionally or 

explicitly engaged in personal goal pursuit. The locus of activation was found in a region of 

OPFC that has been postulated to play a critical role in integrating outcomes across separate 

cognitive operations in pursuit of abstract, higher-order goals, as well as in modulating 

emotional and motivational responses to goal-relevant stimuli (Miller and Cohen, 2001; 

Ramnani and Owen, 2004).

Eddington et al. (2009) examined the neural correlates of promotion and prevention goal 

priming in a sample of unmedicated adult patients meeting DSM-IV criteria for depression, 

with or without comorbid GAD, as well as an age- and gender-matched control sample of 

adults with no psychiatric history. Using the procedure from their 2007 study, Eddington and 

colleagues incidentally exposed participants to their own promotion and prevention goals 

during fMRI scanning. They hypothesized that depressed patients would show an attenuated 

left OPFC response to promotion priming compared to the controls. Consistent with this 

hypothesis, Eddington et al. observed a significant difference in activation between the 

depressed and non-depressed groups following promotion goal priming, in which the 

controls showed greater left OPFC activation following promotion priming than the 

depressed patients. In addition, they compared depressed patients with versus without 

comorbid GAD and observed a region in right OPFC that was uniquely activated following 

prevention priming, but only for the patients with comorbid anxiety. These activation 

patterns in response to promotion or prevention goal priming were detected even though 

participants were not explicitly engaged in self-evaluation, providing evidence for neural 

activation “signatures” of abnormal goal processing associated with depression and anxiety.

Strauman et al. (2013) used a different personal goal priming procedure to further elucidate 

the neural correlates of the promotion and prevention systems. A rapid masked exposure 

technique was used in which participants were exposed subliminally to their own promotion 

and prevention goals. The task involved rapid masked presentation of words and non word 
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letter strings. Some of the words presented were taken from subjects’ responses to an earlier 

Interview, but were presented so rapidly that subjects could not consciously perceive them. 

The task for the subject was to simply watch the continuous presentation of characters on the 

screen and to press a button box whenever a set of characters appeared in red (which 

controlled for visual attention during the stimulus presentation). In fMRI recorded during 

this task, distinct patterns of neural activation associated with promotion vs. prevention were 

observed. Promotion priming led to activation in left prefrontal and occipital regions as well 

as caudate and thalamus, whereas prevention priming was associated with activation in 

precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex as well as right PFC. Individual differences in 

dysphoric/anxious affect and regulatory focus, but not differences in BAS/BIS strength, were 

predictive of differential activation in response to personal goal priming. The regions 

activated in response to promotion and prevention goal priming broadly mapped onto the 

cortical midline network that has been shown to index processing of self-referential stimuli 

(Northoff and Bermpohl, 2004).

Fig. 1 summarizes data from a recent study by Detloff and Strauman (2016) using 

personalized promotion and prevention goal priming in clinically depressed vs. matched 

nondepressed control participants. The figure presents findings from an analysis conducted 

to determine whether any regions reliably characterized responses to promotion vs. 

prevention goal priming across the two participant groups and whether any regions 

distinguished between the depressed and control participants following promotion vs. 

prevention goal priming. There were two regions which discriminated between depressed 

and nondepressed participants following exposure to promotion goal priming (left BA 9/

middle frontal gyrus and left BA 25/subgenual cortex respectively, both p < .01). There was 

one region (right BA 9/superior frontal gyrus) which discriminated between depressed and 

nondepressed participants following exposure to idiographic prevention goal priming (p < .

05), and also discriminated between depressed participants with vs. without GAD (p < .05).

These fMRI findings have significant implications for individualizing TMS for depression. 

First, they provide evidence that the promotion and prevention systems are reliably 

distinguishable at the neural level in addition to their distinct cognitive, motivational, and 

behavioral characteristics. Second, by use of idiographic goal priming techniques, we were 

able to observe that whereas the content of individuals’ personal goals was variable, the 

psychological and neural structures that instantiate them, which we hypothesize to constitute 

the promotion and prevention systems, were highly consistent. Third, just as behavioral and 

emotional responses to personal goal cues are correlated with individual differences in 

strength of promotion and prevention focus, so are BOLD signal responses to promotion and 

prevention goals related to measures of such individual differences. Overall, the neural 

correlates of self-regulation and personal goal pursuit, as revealed through fMRI, suggest 

potential target circuits in left and right PFC that are accessible to TMS, are sensitive to 

depression, and which can be located on an individual basis using idiographic goal priming 

tasks. The hypoactivation of left PFC and hyperactivation of right PFC in depression 

corresponds to the need for high-frequency rTMS to up-regulate cortical excitability on the 

left and low frequency rTMS to down-regulate excitability on the right for efficacious 

treatment of depression. More speculatively, these fMRI studies suggest that the 

effectiveness of TMS as a treatment for depression, may be due in part to its impact on the 
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BA9 regions involved with emotional regulation circuits such as the promotion and 

prevention systems.

The imaging research examining the neural substrate underlying promotion and prevention 

systems thus provides a depression-sensitive network to engage with brain stimulation and 

an ability to target it on an individual basis. Given the functional targeting formulation 

discussed earlier in the context of remediation of working memory deficits, we propose a 

novel integrative multimodal treatment for MDD consisting of a self-regulation theory-based 

protocol for individualized optimization of rTMS site of stimulation plus a concurrent 

behavioral intervention targeting the same dysfunctional neural circuitry, in the hopes of a 

Hebbian-like synergistic interaction between the plasticity induced by the TMS and the 

neurons activated in response to the behavioral intervention. As the behavioral intervention, 

we suggest self-system therapy (SST: Strauman et al., 2006). SST is a brief structured 

therapy for depression that is similar to cognitive therapy (CT) but focuses primarily on self-

evaluation as opposed to CT’s primary focus on cognitive distortions, and has been shown to 

have comparable efficacy as CT. The self-regulation-based procedures of SST were designed 

to activate the same self-regulation neural circuitry as that targeted using the fMRI guidance 

(Eddington et al., 2015).

According to regulatory focus theory, the high degree of comorbidity between mood and 

anxiety disorders can be conceptualized in terms of the combination of a hypoactive 

promotion system and a hyperactive prevention system (Klenk et al., 2011). And in fact, 

recent experimental data from behavioral research in two analog samples showed that 

interventions specifically targeting up-regulation of the promotion system discriminantly led 

to an increase in positive affectivity, whereas interventions targeting down-regulation of the 

prevention system were discriminantly associated with decreased anxiety and negative 

affectivity (Strauman et al., 2015). Given these findings, along with previous correlational 

data linking promotion failure with dysphoria/anhedonia and prevention failure with anxiety/

vigilance (Jones et al., 2013), the potential efficacy of combined TMS/SST across a range of 

internalizing disorders deserves further study. Our model implies that individuals with 

prominent anxiety symptoms might benefit from low-frequency rTMS to reduce excitability 

within promotion-system cortical circuitry in right PFC. This additional TMS/cognitive 

intervention combination could likewise be targeted, and provided with individually-relevant 

content, using the same idiographic goal priming fMRI task that provides the targeting 

location for left PFC high-frequency rTMS. Additional clinical testing could determine 

whether both promotion-engaging and prevention-dampening interventions could be 

delivered efficaciously within a single session, or whether a better clinical outcome is 

obtained by focusing particular sessions (or series of sessions) on up-regulating the 

promotion system vs. down-regulating the prevention system respectively.

On an exploratory note, a number of the potential links between self-regulation of personal 

goal pursuit and neurocognitive mechanisms of emotion regulation have yet to be examined 

in detail (Hoyle and Gallagher, 2015; McRae et al., 2011). Traditionally within the adult 

behavioral literature, the term self-regulation has been used to denote regulation and 

evaluation of goal pursuit, whereas the term emotion regulation has denoted efforts to 

manage affective responses to interpersonal feedback (which includes, but is not limited to, 
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situations involving goal pursuit). Nonetheless, there is reason to expect that the neural 

correlates of promotion and prevention goal pursuit have predictable functional interactions 

with neural mechanisms for affect regulation – for example, in the patterns of dynamic 

variability often observed across amygdala, anterior cingulate cortex, and dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex (e.g., Hariri et al., 2002).

5. Conclusions

The standard clinical technique by which rTMS is used for the treatment of depression has 

been associated with limited efficacy to date. In this review, we began with the assertion that 

such limited efficacy may be due to reliance on nomothetic, scalp-based targeting rather than 

methods which incorporate fMRI-guided neuronavigation based on a specific model of 

neurocircuit dysfunction. We presented such a model of depression as a disorder of self-

regulation which postulates two brain/behavior systems, the promotion and prevention 

systems, underlying goal pursuit. We summarized research indicating that activation of an 

individual’s promotion or prevention goals via priming leads to motivational and affective 

responses modulated by the individual’s appraisal of their progress in attaining the goal. We 

also noted that priming promotion vs. prevention goals induces discriminable patterns of 

brain activation that are sensitive to the effects of depression and anxiety. Our model 

suggests that these left and right PFC locations could be directly targeted in an 

individualized manner using rTMS. Additionally, this individually targeted rTMS can be 

integrated with cognitive interventions designed to activate the neural circuitry associated 

with promotion vs. prevention, thus allowing the neuroplasticity induced by the rTMS to 

benefit the systems most likely involved in remediating depression. Overall, our intent has 

been to provide conceptual and empirical support for the assertion that targeting TMS by 

fully engaging emotional regulation circuitry through both individualized fMRI-based coil 

positioning and simultaneous activation of that circuitry with theory-based cognitive 

interventions is a sounder and more rational approach to treating depression with non-

invasive brain stimulation than standard targeting using scalp measurements and TMS alone. 

Of course, blinded sham controlled randomized clinical trials will be needed to fully test this 

possibility. More generally, we hope to have provided an example of the use of noninvasive 

brain stimulation to help translate a sophisticated line of basic imaging research into an 

innovative means of improving therapeutic efficacy.
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Fig. 1. 
Results from a Group (Depressed, Control) X Priming Type (promotion, prevention priming) 

analysis. (A) The parametric map shows a right BA9/superior frontal gyrus region with 

significantly greater activation for prevention vs. promotion priming and greater activation in 

Depressed (DEP) vs. Control (CTL) participants. (B) The parametric map shows two regions 

(left BA9/middle frontal gyrus and left BA25/subgenual cortex) with significantly greater 

activation for promotion vs. prevention priming and greater activation in CTL vs. DEP 

participants.
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